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allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 17/05/2009 :  14:48:12    

A wonderful selection, Josh, thank you.
I love the top row especially--I like the simple dresses and her hand gestures. 
Have to agree with Carole about the look in the second row of photos.
Third row, far right. Kinda campy, as are others from this session. SO posed. But a fantastic look.

Amazing how Dusty could look great in jeans and evening gowns.

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

Tim
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Posted - 18/05/2009 :  19:15:35    

Thanks Josh - very kind and you have found some rare ones here.

My - that curly wig is rather large - I never realised what a balancing act wearing it must have been.

'Dusty MADE me do it..'

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 18/05/2009 :  20:18:20  

very nice selection of photos..and great variety of hair do's..or don't's..when it comes to that second one. It doesn't blend well, does it..lik
head. thanks Josh. 

paula x

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Posted - 19/05/2009 :  00:52:57  

Thanks for those photos Josh.!

Chris

Baby Blue
Where am I going?

USA
3185 Posts

Posted - 19/05/2009 :  05:48:48  

The picture where Dusty is smiling and holding her ears, she must be next to her mum, she sure looks like her?

Marty

tcowanatc
I start counting

United Kingdom
86 Posts

Posted - 19/05/2009 :  14:52:33  

Great photos, Josh, thanks! I think the first three might have been Dusty singing "Going Back" on Ready Steady Go - I have some colour pic
which was coloured green, brown and orange stripes - used them on my sleeve design for ICMEACTT! The hairstyle on the second row is de
"backcombed up the whazoo!!" Where these taken from her ATV series? Does anyone know if any of these shows still exist in videotape?

Henry

jonny
Little by little

Posted - 19/05/2009 :  18:29:35  

quote:
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8313 Posts

Great photos, Josh, thanks! I think the first three might have been Dusty singing "Going Back" on Ready Steady Go Henry

i think youre right henry!

the flossed up ones 2nd row are from london palladium 1968
& although prob filmed doesnt exist now.

the polkadot one is from top of the pops prob 65 so could have
been 'going back' too (but also not existing)

for cas who likes dusty in bling heres a hefty one from 69 on cilla

Thank you Jonny, its a lovely pic, love that chain!

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 19/05/2009 :  22:20:48  

Why is she in the middle of a doily?! And wearing the lady mayoress's chain. We did do some rather strange things towards the end of the s

jonny? I've never seen it before (unless my memory is failing me again!)

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 20/05/2009 :  00:26:11        

Great Pic Jonny!

Love that smile of hers!

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 20/05/2009 :  07:31:24  

I now know where the doilly picture comes from, it's a screen grab from the introduction to the Cilla show  I just needed a gentle nudge in

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 20/05/2009 07:31:56

Carole R.
Where am I going?

2242 Posts

Posted - 20/05/2009 :  08:51:26  

A Dolly Doilly... Could catch on!

Well done for sussing out the origins, Carole..

I was thinking: 
I have a black rollneck like that, maybe I should become the Lady Mayoress and tart it up with a big gold chain?..

..Easy peasy.

Carole R xx

Edited by - Carole R. on 20/05/2009 08:52:24

Cardiff Bluesgirl
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1809 Posts

Posted - 20/05/2009 :  10:09:45  

what about leader of the House Carole, you ask very interesting questions!!!

quote:

Originally posted by Carole R.

A Dolly Doilly... Could catch on!

Well done for sussing out the origins, Carole..

I was thinking: 
I have a black rollneck like that, maybe I should become the Lady Mayoress and tart it up with a big gold chain?..
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Casx

'Something in your eyes'

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 20/05/2009 :  14:28:13  

I will have a larger copy of the first one somewhere Cas but I don't want a larger copy of the second one thank you very much

Here's a coloured shot of Dusty in the striped dress Josh posted earlier.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 20/05/2009 14:28:40

Carole R.
Where am I going?

2242 Posts

Posted - 20/05/2009 :  17:14:20  

Its not often I can contribute to the photie thread, but I had this one up my sleeve!..
I think of it as the deckchair dress...

Carole R xx

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 20/05/2009 :  17:46:28  

G t i ! I  l  fi d thi  
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8313 Posts

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 20/05/2009 :  19:34:07        

How wonderful!...I love them even more in color!

Thanks guys!

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

trek007
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1100 Posts

Posted - 20/05/2009 :  22:06:05  

Nice pictures of the strippy dress.

I love this one from a fan day meet up.
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1163 Posts

Sara x

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 21/05/2009 :  08:19:42  

Although I wasn't there (and so wish I had been), the picture was taken at The Silver Convention in 1988 in London. There are quite a few
that is so dark you can only see anything when someone takes a flash photo!

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

streepalicious
Little by little

Australia
279 Posts

Posted - 21/05/2009 :  09:48:57    

Oh, they're great photos! Here's one I'd never seen before! Anyone know the origins?

Alice xxxxx

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 21/05/2009 :  10:46:38  

You can get the full story here Alice http://www.goldminemag.com/article/Snapshots_Memories_of_Dusty_Springfield_1965/

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 21/05/2009 :  14:44:27    

Tom Lovett was at that one (or another one)

signed
Miss Accuracy

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 21/05/2009 :  16:08:11  

A larger copy as requested Cas.
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 21/05/2009 :  17:05:53  

Thank you so much for the pic Carole, thats just what I wanted. Also thank you for posting the Silver Convention ones, one I hadn't seen t

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 21/05/2009 :  17:41:49    

Unless I am very much mistaken, Dusty is wearing a Skagen watch in the image of her in the blue jacket. They are lovely and SO slim.

Will 

"..a voice on the travelling wind and a glimpse of a face at morning.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

Carole R.
Where am I going?

Posted - 21/05/2009 :  22:36:03  

quote:

Originally posted by daydreamer

A larger copy as requested Cas.
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2242 Posts

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Isn't this the pic that Dusty scribbled all over, finding fault with her appearance?
It'd be good if someone posted the 'scribbled on'one too.

Carole R xx

trek007
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1100 Posts

Posted - 21/05/2009 :  22:59:21  

A couple more from that Convention..the quality of mine are not as good as Carole G's.
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Trek.
often called Carole.

Edited by - trek007 on 21/05/2009 23:01:04

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 21/05/2009 :  23:11:52  

The scribbled on picture is in DWD. The last time I put that book in the scanner to copy a picture, two pages fell out! What Dusty wrote is
featuring a NOSE. WHY? I'm not fond of my nose but it's NOT THAT BIG!!

I have those two Silver Convention ones too Trek and you'll be pleased to know mine are only the same quality as yours

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 21/05/2009 23:13:07

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Posted - 22/05/2009 :  00:14:29  

Thanks for those photos to the two Caroles.!!

Chris

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 23/05/2009 :  14:49:47  

Looking though some photos and quite liked this one.
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts

I love that one, Cas!

Will 

"..a voice on the travelling wind and a glimpse of a face at morning.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

Baby Blue
Where am I going?

USA
3185 Posts

Posted - 23/05/2009 :  22:55:11  

Awesome pictures!!!!

Marty

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 25/05/2009 :  11:50:33  

We have to have one for the Bank Holiday! 

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

streepalicious
Little by little

Australia
279 Posts

Posted - 25/05/2009 :  12:08:16    

OH! I have never seeen that one before. Thanks Cas, it's a gorgeous pic!

Alice xxxxx

dancer8595
Little by little

Posted - 25/05/2009 :  13:25:36  

I really like this one from the 'Beautiful Soul' album. No makeup (or hardly any - perhaps a little mascara and lipgloss?) and she looks really v
mind - if someone took a photo of me without my face on and then made it publicly available, I'd be exceptionally cross. I'm also very amus
Very Dusty.
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United Kingdom
690 Posts

Plus I love the lovely photo of her on the cover as well - sometimes I think she looked her best during her early and mid-thirties...

...although this is my favourite Dusty photo. It's something about the combination of the Austin Powers suit and the incredibly heavy fringe
photos from this TV appearance have been posted - does anyone know where and when they were taken, and/or what she was singing?
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Rosie x

"she's a sweetheart except when she's moody/it's hard to get through to her then..."

Peter Walmsley
I start counting

United Kingdom
66 Posts

Posted - 25/05/2009 :  17:58:31    

It's from The Hollywood Palace show aired in the States in February 1969. She's miming to Son of A Preacher Man with the microphone in h
disappears and she mimes to I Don't Want To Hear It Anymore. This is followed by Dusty duetting with the host Robert Goulet on a medley 
sing that live.
The two piece suit is emerald green, the skirt is long and the blouse is white.
Peter x

dancer8595
Little by little

United Kingdom
690 Posts

Posted - 25/05/2009 :  19:43:28  

Peter - thank you for your extremely detailed reply. I thought it was probably late '68 or early '69. Really interesting to know what colour th

Rosie x

"she's a sweetheart except when she's moody/it's hard to get through to her then..."
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United Kingdom
66 Posts

Peter Walmsley
I start counting

United Kingdom
66 Posts

Posted - 25/05/2009 :  21:47:51    

Yes, I forgot to mention the plaster. Well spotted, Carole. Is that the time she fell off her parents balcony? x

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 25/05/2009 :  22:19:59    

Oh my goodness, yes she does indeed!!

Rosie thanks for posting these - great images and lovely quality, too :)

Will 

"..a voice on the travelling wind and a glimpse of a face at morning.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 25/05/2009 :  22:21:55  

Yes Peter, Christmas Day at her mum and dads, 1968. One report did say balcony but another said that she had gone out into the garden t
John Rowles were larking about, rushed out of the house and knocked her down a 3'6" drop onto concrete  She broke her nose. I just che

Douggie, if you read this, can you remember the incident or are you not guilty?

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 25/05/2009 :  22:36:54    

The scallywags!! ;)

Will 

"..a voice on the travelling wind and a glimpse of a face at morning.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 26/05/2009 :  03:30:31  

great photos, Rosie. I also love those shots from Beautiful Soul.
thanks for posting
paula x

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 26/05/2009 :  10:39:23        

Awesome photos you guys!!!!!

The one Cas posted I think is my fav!...all such great shots.

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 26/05/2009 :  12:24:43  

Thank you Rosie great pics. Love them all.

Casx
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Netherlands
1593 Posts

Frans

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 26/05/2009 :  14:43:10  

I love Rosie's photos too - thanks Rosie!

And I'm not into fur coats but Dusty looks groovy in hers. Thanks Frans!

Memphis
Ever since we met...

humboldt
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1704 Posts

Posted - 26/05/2009 :  14:47:50    

What great photos. I should come into this thread more often 

Humboldt

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 27/05/2009 :  13:15:48  

Thats a wonderful pic Frans, thank you.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 27/05/2009 :  15:14:57    

Love that Dusty's hand is blurry in that one : ) Thanks, Frans.

thanks also, Rosie. I like the sans makeup one too--although I can't quite see 'dusty' in it! She looks like "the girl next door." I love Dusty in
Didn't we have a whole thread for the purple suit at one time?

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 31/05/2009 :  10:53:09  

For a sunny Sunday! Only small but I love this one!
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USA
14235 Posts

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

Cardiff Bluesgirl
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1809 Posts

Posted - 31/05/2009 :  19:44:56  

yes great happy looking Dusty and star quality all the way through

"every day I find you're in my heart and on my mind" 

liz.

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 01/06/2009 :  01:21:54  

I love that one too, Cas..puts a smile on my face. thanks 

paula x

streepalicious
Little by little

Australia
279 Posts

Posted - 01/06/2009 :  02:10:49    

Oh, such a happy, pretty photo and it looks like the worlds most colourful outfit too! Where do you find all these Cas?

Alicex

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 01/06/2009 :  06:10:45  

Its nice that you all like this one, I think its lovely.
To answer your question Alice, I just trawel around till I find one, and I'm always pleased if its maybe one I haven't seen before.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Posted - 01/06/2009 :  23:30:50  

Dusty really looks like she's enjoying herself in that photo.Thanks Cas.!!

Chris

misty
I’ll try anything

USA
1413 Posts

Posted - 03/06/2009 :  00:33:18  

Really joyful pic Cas. Works just as well on Tuesday. I am just a little slow. Thanks.

misty

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 04/06/2009 :  14:30:02    

FOR NEW LTD'ERS
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USA
5821 Posts

M

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 04/06/2009 :  14:33:01    

THE PIN HOLES ARE FROM ME  PINNING IT ON MY WALL..

WHEN I GOT IT.

M

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

dancer8595
Little by little

Posted - 04/06/2009 :  14:55:44  

Oh, my.
That's incredible. I'm assuming that's what she signed for you in the video?
If I had one of those, it would be in a fire-proof glass case with an alarm and three strapping security guards on duty day and night.
Maybe that's a bit over-the-top...
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Originally posted by Peter Walmsley

It's from The Hollywood Palace show aired in the States in February 1969. She's miming to Son of A Preacher Man with the microphone in her hand and then, r
mimes to I Don't Want To Hear It Anymore. This is followed by Dusty duetting with the host Robert Goulet on a medley of The Look of Love/American Boys - a
The two piece suit is emerald green, the skirt is long and the blouse is white.
Peter x

This collection of duets from YouTube feature the green outfit in the duet with Robert Goulet. It's at the end but don't miss Dusty and the 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iukP1FXYcY

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Cardiff Bluesgirl
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1809 Posts

Posted - 06/06/2009 :  10:09:57  

great to see the Cookie Bear I used to love the Andy Williams show. such nostalgia on a sat morning too.

"every day I find you're in my heart and on my mind" 

liz.

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 06/06/2009 :  13:28:34  

Goodness its years since I saw the cookie bear one and the duet with Robert.....fantastic. I think I did download it to watch at a later date
Thanks for the link Carole.
Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 06/06/2009 :  13:30:34  

quote:

Originally posted by mssdusty

FOR NEW LTD'ERS
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Nice to see this one again Mary and a treasure to own.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 06/06/2009 :  16:15:59    

M

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

Baby Blue
Where am I going?

USA
3185 Posts

Posted - 06/06/2009 :  19:23:39  

Mary is this what she signed on your video?

Marty

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2009 :  09:49:16  

One for Sunday!

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2009 :  10:17:06  

That's such a happy shot, I love it. Was there any info with it Cas? I think I've maybe seen it before, probably online, but if anyone knows 
microphones I wonder? Perhaps it was a rehearsal shot. Whatever, I really love it!

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2009 :  10:42:18  

I think I'd keep that under lock and key as well Mary.

Wend

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 07/06/2009 :  10:43:53  

quote:

Originally posted by Cas19

One for Sunday!
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Wend

Edited by - Hampson on 07/06/2009 10:45:23

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2009 :  10:57:50  

No Carole no info at all, I can't even think where I got it from, It only appeared as a small pic and I kept thinking, is that really Dusty! Its c
quite a fav now. Pleased you all like it.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2009 :  11:10:54  

Happy Sunday Cas

Thank you. I love that photo. Everything! Hair, smile, Pucci style polo/turtle neck top and her hands. Another poster I think. Just need to a

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Cardiff Bluesgirl
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1809 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2009 :  13:14:09  

great pic Cas. I dont remember seeing it before. it even made the sun come out here in soggy Wales.

"every day I find you're in my heart and on my mind" 

liz.

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2009 :  14:46:58    

THANKS CAS

M

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

Baby Blue
Where am I going?

USA
3185 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2009 :  20:20:14  

Thanks Cas, it's a new pic for me too! Wonder if she was singing Little by Little with the hand movements! I remember her singing it on Ed S
direction going up and down, not sideways!

Marty

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2009 :  20:25:57    

I've never seen this one either, Cas - what a joyful expression she has there. When do you think that was - '63? '64? Later?

Will 

"..a voice on the travelling wind and a glimpse of a face at morning.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

Baby Blue
Where am I going?

USA
3185 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2009 :  20:39:38  

Will I've seen other pictures of Dusty wearing that turtle neck top with a houndstooth skirt, it was around 1964. I had a turtleneck shirt an

Marty

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 07/06/2009 :  23:01:57  

There are a lot of pictures of Dusty in a polo (or turtle) neck shirt in 1964. She must have had quite a few I think, at least one in pink as th
wore the same thing in San Remo in 65, when I met her in 66 and when she was with Brian Henderson in Australia. Obviously a style she lik
hair fits then but if you compare it with her hair on other 'polo' shirt ones that we have, there's a subtle difference. I think the nearest look
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USA
14235 Posts

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Posted - 08/06/2009 :  01:19:53  

What A lovely photo of Dusty.!! Thanks Cas.!

Chris

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 08/06/2009 :  02:12:45  

quote:

Originally posted by Cas19

One for Sunday!

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

this picture does have a movie star look about it..are we sure its Dusty?..it almost looks like one of the actresses from one of the recent D
great photo.
thanks Cas
paula x

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 08/06/2009 :  08:29:26  

Now you've made me stop and think and scrutinise Paula. 

I think it is her, looking at all the little landmarks on her face, everything is just about right I think. Note the shaded line of her jaw, that co
that deliberately. Also note the shading on her nose, it curls around her nostril to her face exactly in the way Dusty's does, most peoples d
Dusty has little blobs on the end of her fingers, that's not meant to be rude or critical in any way, but I've always though she had very dist

Wend

Edited by - Hampson on 08/06/2009 08:46:05

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 08/06/2009 :  09:04:45  

Surely you don't really have doubts! It's 100% Dusty. She's recognisable just from her hands  The wig is a little fluffy, like she's been caug

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 08/06/2009 :  13:35:46  

Yes the hands are a dead giveaway Carole aren't they. 

Wend

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 08/06/2009 :  14:13:33    

IT IS HER.
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2242 Posts

Carole R xx

Cardiff Bluesgirl
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1809 Posts

Posted - 09/06/2009 :  12:43:42  

no sorry Carole. to me she is unique.

"every day I find you're in my heart and on my mind" 

liz.

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 09/06/2009 :  15:28:16  

Sorry Carole I have to agree with Liz, theres only one Dusty, I've yet to see anyone that even resembles her in my eyes.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'
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